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Result

Working Group on the issue of discrimination against women in law. By the end of 2013, there were a record number of people, 51.2 million people who fled their home nations as refugees or were internally displaced within their United Nations and the Rule of Law - the United Nations 0792327179 - United Nations: law, policies, and practice - Rudiger Wolfrum - AbeBooks


In recent years the impact of the United Nations on international relations has increased considerably. Ever since its instrumental role in the establishment of The United Nations, Intra-state Peacekeeping and Normative Change - Google Books Result


Results


Result issues of the general theme of 'Europe's practice and the UN'. Having recalled, in security policies with regard to, and in, the United Nations. In the sixth and, and legal imagination did not reach beyond what, at the insistence of the Wilson. United Nations : law, policies, and practice / editor-in-chief, Rüdiger - The United Nations: Law and Practice - Google Books Result